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About This Content

The Original Soundtrack of Remothered: Tormented Fathers is composed by Nobuko Toda (Final Fantasy, Halo, Metal Gear
Solid) and Luca Balboni (who wrote the music for feature films such as Mine and Watch Them Fall).

The soundtrack features all the tunes included in Remothered: Tormented Fathers. More than a hour of music that will drag you
back to Richard Felton’s house and will make you relive the spooky atmosphere of the game.

Tracklist

01. Prelude (Top of the World) [2:55]
02. Our Story [2:37]

03. To Say Goodbye [1:23]
04. The Arrival [1:12]

05. God's Lethal Creatures [2:46]
06. Illness is a Murderer [1:28]

07. The Gardener [2:32]
08. Missing [3:38]

09. Phenoxyl [6:40]
10. Tormented Fathers [2:03]

11. Red Nun [2:20]
12. A Mother's Love [2:44]

13. Split [2:42]
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14. Jennifer [1:36]
15. Ashmanns' Heir [4:06]
16. Deadly Swing [5:34]

17. Ashes [2:22]
18. The Fall [2:00]

19. Forgiveness [5:05]
20. Hope on Top of the World [3:44]
21. Lullaby for a Broken Heart [1:22]

22. Top of the World (Two Hearts Never Lonely) [4:04]

The soundtrack is 64 minutes long. It is both in FLAC lossless format and MP3 (encoded at 320kbps). After purchasing
and downloading this DLC, the soundtrack can be found inside Remothered: Tormented Fathers root directory on Steam. To

access this folder, right click on Remothered: Tormented Fathers in your Steam library and select properties. Inside the pop up,
choose the local files tab and click the browse local files button. You should see the soundtrack in the folder that appears.
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remothered tormented fathers - original soundtrack

copy/pasted my review I wrote elsewhere a little while ago because this game deserved another positive review, it is possible
there have been updates since I last played.)

If you're into old platformers you would like it. But also, if you're into meatboy like platformers you'd like it. You spend your
time repeatedly dying in the levels until you've memorized it and do a perfect run that takes about 15-30 seconds. Similar to
meatboy or hotline miami.

The most important thing with a game like this is that the controls be tight. The controls are excellent. The only thing I've had
trouble with is descending from a platform. That seems a little tricky since I don't think there's a drop down command, and the
guy seems to want to cling to the edge a tiny bit. So dropping from one platform to one right below is really difficult. It's not
really something I want to do often though, only in the second boss fight so far. The regular levels are designed sort of like an
endless runner, so it's probably a rare occurrence.

The story focus is nice. The story is cheesy and melodramatic. But with a well crafted world presenting the mega man
progression type scenario (ie wipe out the enemies in the zones and the bosses of the zones until you go up against the head boss,
I'm guessing). The voice work is not bad. It lags a little sometimes, but overall well above average for a project of this scope.
The inter-level apartment area is very cool. I kind of wish there was more useless stuff to mess around with. But what it is is a
far more engaging interface than a menu with an area for unlockables. Sure, there is a menu with an area for unlockables. But
it's the tv. I wish the tv clips would glow or something if you haven't viewed them yet though since sometimes one may be added
and sometimes two, it seems, maybe I'm mistaken.
. This game is so cool, its worth more than the price. Its more fun than most of the Vive games that cost way more. I loved the
feel and the atmosphere. The bit at the end was good for a laugh to. I would love to see more from the developer. Tip: Do not
roll! It will rip the cord out of the socket! No damage done, phew.. When the Grelck Drilling rifle took down a charging Cape
Buffalo in one shot, I knew that I found my baby. This weapon pack is a must buy!!. this game is really well crafted. Really
brings me back to when i was a kid.. Damn!

It was fun for 5 mins.
The only positive in this game is the music.
Gave me eye cancer. Womit warning. GG WP
Cheaper than Sniper Elite 2's DLC where you can kill Hitler!
#ithascards

For real:
Don't know how is this abomination got release on Steam.
I know It's made only for joke. At least, I hope so!. The story of Jung and Ai continues, faced with another inevitable fate. Will
Jung be able to save her this time? Or is he going to put all their memories behind him?

Carpe Diem: Reboot is the direct sequel to Carpe Diem (the F2P very short Visual Novel), beginning at where the
previous one ended, developed and published by Moonlit Works.

You don't have to play the prequel to understand and enjoy the sequel since this game will begin with the end of the
first one and has its own story. Even though, I recommend playing it since it's shorter than 15 minutes.

There are 4 decisions to make, only the last 3 of them having a game impact, leading to one of the two available endings
- True Ending and Good Ending. It took me around 5 hours to finish Carpe Diem: Reboot and to get the chance to
experiment both endings.

The Artwork, Soundtracks and the other technical stuff have a better quallity than they had in the prequel. The key
features of this game are: ~50,000 words, 8 characters to interact with, 14 CGs and is fully-voiced in English.

If you enjoyed Carpe Diem, I highly recommend buying Carpe Diem: Reboot. If you didn't like the first game or didn't
have the chance to play it, I'm still saying that this one it's deffinetly worth buying because it's a good Visual Novel
overall. Just don't expect a sappy romance.
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Just because it crashed doesn't mean it's over. . OK first if your a sherlock holmes fan get it. It's decent. Now if your not, a
few warnings. Have a memory? did you notice that one small detail? Are you actually ##$#(*& Sherlock Holmes? No? Then
this might not be the game for you. Have you ever been tested when you try to complete a level? No really I'm not kidding you
will actually be quizzed to see if your paying attention. I finally muddle through this after taking half a year off due to
frustration. Look if you like Sherlock holms the it's an easy buy. If your not it's a easy pass.. Not a bad indie game. Very
good graphics, not demanding on a computer, and most importantly a decent price. Thanks to the developers for such a good
game.
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the best game I ever played
I don't like Frank in this game. I'm usually pretty forgiving of games, but this one was one of the most regrettable purchases I've
made. Steam refused to refund me, even though I had stressed the game was on pause for several hours after recieving some bad
news via phone. I was even working through the countless game breaking bugs, because this is one of my favorite genres, but
after not too long, the unoptimized unfinished excuse for a game began to overheat my CPU. Suprisingly, I have no issues
running Unreal Tournament 4, which obviously runs on the same engine.

The game has almost no enemies, and when there are, you just mash one button. Backtracking is tedious and boring, as you run
through empty caves with boring glowing crap everywhere. The two golems I fought were not apparently finished, as hitting the
crystal on their back worked maybe 10% of the time. The music repeats and drones on forever, even though I loved it initially,
and when it doesn't grate on you, it glitches out and overlaps two different songs if you pause, or go into the map screen.

The positive reviews can only be from Developers, or people in denial. I mean the steam library image is just a picture of
"UNREAL ENGINE 4." There are ton of other issues with this game, but the ones listed above are enough. I might try finishing
the game if I find some dry ice I can pour inside my PC, so I can at least get my money's worth since a refund is out of the
question.. its not a bad game.
but i dont like Hidden object game..... You know from the first few minutes that this is a great polished VR game ! And it is !!. I
am a huge Myst fan and I have to say I loved Haven Moon. Since Myst I have played an enormous number of what may be
called Myst clones, and Haven Moon is among the closest to recreating the original experience. The puzzle design and artwork
are very reminiscent of those of Myst. There were a couple of puzzles I grew frustrated with because I thought I had to search a
huge space of solutions, but after some patience (i.e. unlocking further areas to reveal more clues) and more careful observation
and putting stuff together in my head, I discovered that there were sufficient clues to solve them with much less trial and error.
The puzzles and exploration were fair, fun and rewarding. I played this about a year ago, and I'll be honest, I don't remember
much about the story, but I do remember loving the whole experience.. Dated in every way, lacking variety and interesting
features.. very frustating, you can lose all items and crafting materials with one dead, if you cant recover your box (or the game
crash after dead). It's not half as bad as reviews say , it does have some minor issues but nothing too game breaking. I hate this
equally as much as i hate the spitfire module, they are now tide for me as the worst modules for dcs, i rate the incomplete Hawk
that was removed from sale higher, and, would rather fly it. I rate this as my worst financial mistake in my steam account in 13
years.

The instability effect\/torque simulation when taking off is ridiculous, words cant explain how hard it is to take off\/land.
Did not think it was possible to have more high sides than valentino rossi but the bf109\/spitfire manages to pull it off.
Seriously i've been in more burning wreckages than Richard Hammond, just steer clear. Sticking bees up my *** is more
enjoyable.

The takeoff\/autoassist help in the settings makes things worse don't even go there.

Did i mention how much i regret getting these two modules...
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